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Abstract

The scope of automotive functions has grown from a single vehicle as an entity to multiple vehicles
working together as an entity, referred to as cooperative driving. The current automotive safety standard, ISO 26262, is designed for single vehicles. With the increasing number of cooperative driving
capable vehicles on the road, it is imperative to systematically assess their architectures’ functional
safety. Many methods are proposed to assess architectures with respect to different quality attributes
in the software architecture domain, but to the best of our knowledge, functional safety assessment of
automotive architectures is not explored in the literature. We present a method leveraging existing software architecture and safety engineering research, to check whether the functional safety requirements
for cooperative driving scenarios are fulfilled in the technical architecture of a vehicle. We apply our
method on a real-life academic prototype for a scenario—platooning—and discuss our insights.

1. Introduction
Traffic congestion was estimated to cost 305 billion dollars in 2017 to traffic participants in the
United States of America alone.1 One potential solution to reduce traffic congestion and related
operational costs is cooperative driving. Cooperative driving refers to the collective optimization
of the traffic participants’ behavior by sharing information using wireless communication
e.g. peer-to-peer networks or via the cloud. It can improve traffic efficiency, reduces cost, and
increases comfort [2]. In 2020 alone, 10 million new vehicles with cooperative driving capabilities
were projected to hit the roads, and the safety of these vehicles needs urgent attention.2
Most cooperative driving is achieved by determining a vehicle’s behavior for optimal traffic
behavior based on information received from other traffic participants. Such optimal behaviors
are (partially) achieved using software-controlled steering, acceleration, and braking. Any problem in the software can lead to catastrophic effects to the vehicle and other traffic participants.
To avoid this, cooperative driving systems are designed to operate in case of failure or fail safely.
The current guidelines to ensure the safety of automotive systems (and their architecture) are
provided by ISO 26262 - a product development standard for the automotive domain [3]. The
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standard offers methods from the safety engineering domain to identify safety requirements.
Any automotive software architecture that fulfills these requirements is deemed safe-by-design.
ISO 26262 neither considers cooperative driving nor prescribes methods for architecture
assessment. The standard is designed for single vehicles and does not include a cooperative
perspective in which a set of vehicles is seen as a single entity [4]. This can mean that a
low-risk safety requirement from a single-vehicle perspective can have catastrophic effects on
other cooperating vehicles [2]. To create a functionally safe architecture from a cooperative
perspective, existing studies have extended the standard guidelines [5] or presented an architecture framework [2]. Yet checking the safety of software architecture of an existing vehicle for
cooperative driving, remains an open question.
The ISO 26262 standard does not prescribe methods to assess the functional safety of an
automotive architecture. Approaches to assess architectures with respect to quality attributes
have emerged in the software architecture domain [6]. However, only some methods are
designed for operational quality attributes like performance (in contrast to development quality
attributes like maintainability) [6]. To the best of our knowledge, none of these methods are
designed to assess the operational quality attribute functional safety of automotive systems.
This paper presents a method to assess the functional safety of existing automotive architecture for cooperative driving, by combining methods from the safety engineering and software
architecture domains. Our method has two parts: (𝑖) derive Functional Safety Requirements
(FSRs) for cooperative driving scenarios; (𝑖𝑖) check whether the (technical) software architecture
fulfills the derived functional safety requirements—a blend of methods [7, 8, 6] adapted from
the software architecture domain. Our paper primarily focuses on the design phase (concept
development phase in ISO 26262) and validation of the resultant requirements in the software
architecture in the final product. We also validated our approach via a case study on an academic
prototype. This extended summary of [1] summarizes our approach; refer to [1] for more details.

2. Methodology
Our method has two parts: (𝑖) derive FSRs for cooperative driving scenarios, and (𝑖𝑖) check
whether the FSRs are fulfilled in the technical software architecture of a vehicle.3 Note that the
first part needs only a black box view of individual vehicle functions and their interactions and
thus uses the functional architecture view.
Derive FSRs for cooperative driving: We extend the traditional method [3] to derive
FSRs, to be executed on the entire cooperative system in parallel, rather than on an individual
vehicle (see Figure 1). We first outline the traditional method, followed by our prior work on its
extension [5] and our new contribution. For the rest of the paper, we use the term vehicular
perspective for an individual vehicle as a unit and cooperative perspective for a set of vehicles.
Traditionally, FSRs for a vehicular perspective are derived by mapping the safety goals for a
vehicle on to the individual components of the vehicle’s functional architecture. This process of
mapping—safety analysis—captures information on the malfunctioning of a component that can
lead to violation of a safety goal. Safety analysis is performed using a systematic process (like
fault tree analysis [9]) that takes two inputs: (𝑖) functional architecture and (𝑖𝑖) safety goals.
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System architect: external entities creating the cooperative architecture.
In the proposed method, we have one item4 per individual vehicle type, and an item for the
entire cooperative system of which the vehicles are part. A cooperative system can contain more
than one type of vehicle (for example, two vehicles with different functional architectures). In
the case of more than one type of vehicle, each type will form an item. For the rest of this section,
we consider two items: an individual vehicle (representing all vehicle functional architectures)
and the cooperative system.
We propose that FSRs for a cooperative system are derived from: (𝑖) safety goals from the
vehicular perspective (as in the traditional method), and (𝑖𝑖) safety goals from the cooperative
perspective. Our prior work [5] extended the traditional process to derive safety goals for the
vehicular perspective to the cooperative perspective (annotated as part 2 in Figure 1) to cover
safety goals from both perspectives. This process partitions the scenario description into vehiclespecific and cooperation-specific parts. We apply the traditional safety goal identification steps
to the two parts. FSRs from the vehicular perspective are then derived.
A cooperative functional architecture is required to derive FSRs, by mapping safety goals to
functional architecture components. The cooperative functional architecture should be built
using individual vehicle functional components to preserve the mapping between functional
architecture of cooperative system and the technical software architecture of individual vehicles.
We propose that the cooperative functional architecture be built from (𝑖) the functional architecture of individual vehicles that constitute the cooperative system and (𝑖𝑖) the cooperative
scenario description of the interaction between individual vehicles. With these requirements,
system architects can create a functional architecture of the cooperative system such that the
individual components of the architecture are mapped onto the components of the functional
architecture of vehicles. This process is labeled as part 1 in Figure 1; the complete process of
deriving FSRs from the cooperative perspective is shown by the labels 1, 2, 𝑏, and 𝑐.
We performed a case study on an academic prototype for the cooperative driving scenario,
platooning, in which a manually driven vehicle is autonomously followed by a train of vehicles.
Application of our method resulted in an additional 9 safety goals and 15 FSRs to the 16 safety
goals and 16 FSRs from the traditional ISO 26262 method [1].
Our
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𝑑, where 𝑑 is the number
of functional components (i.e., the number of comparisons can be reduced up to 𝑛(𝑛 − 𝑑)/𝑑 ≈
Ω(𝑛2 /𝑑)). The reduction is possible since safety analysis techniques for deriving FSRs ensure
that each FSR belongs to only one functional component [9, 3]. FSRs belonging to a component
can have conflicts among themselves but not with the FSRs belonging to other components.
An FSR may be fulfilled by a safety tactic or a combination of safety tactics. To identify
whether an FSR is fulfilled, we propose checking the vehicle technical software architecture
for the implementation of safety tactics [8, 7] that can meet the FSR. This is achieved in two
steps: (𝑖) identify a set of safety tactics (hereafter referred to as applicable tactics) such that
the implementation of each tactic, in itself or in combination with some other tactics in the
set, can fulfill the FSR; and (𝑖𝑖) check whether any feasible combination of tactics from the
applicable tactics that are present in the vehicle technical architecture meets the FSR. Note that,
for an FSR 𝑓𝑖 and its corresponding functional component 𝑐𝑖 , the applicable tactics for 𝑓𝑖 need
to be compared with only the safety tactics implementations used in the technical architecture
counter part of 𝑐𝑖 and its associated safety mechanisms, since 𝑓𝑖 is only associated with 𝑐𝑖 .

Applicable tactics for an FSR can be identified based on the FSR description (by navigation of a
tactic hierarchy) [6, 8, 7] or by matching the FSR description to the descriptions of tactics [8].
By the end of this two step process of identifying applicable tactics and checking the technical
architecture for them, we will have a list of FSRs that do not have any feasible combination
of tactics implemented. The list shows the FSRs that have not been fulfilled by the technical
architecture, if any. As a by-product, for each unfulfilled FSR, we will also have a set of applicable
tactics such that some feasible combinations from this set can fulfill the FSR. These combinations
point to a set of safety patterns since safety patterns are associated with the safety tactics they
implement [8]. These applicable safety patterns (and applicable tactics) provide the system
architects with a set of possible design decisions to realize the unfulfilled FSRs.
In our case study, we checked whether the FSRs (the 31 FSRs as mentioned in Section 2) are
fulfilled on an academic prototype capable of cooperative driving using 13 most used safety
tactics [8, 1]. We found that the prototype’s technical architecture meets only 6 FSRs [1].

3. Conclusion
This paper investigated whether the architecture of a single vehicle meets the functional safety
requirements for cooperative driving. We proposed a method to ensure that an automotive
architecture is functionally safe to operate in given scenarios. The proposed method derives
FSRs for a cooperative driving scenario and checks whether they are fulfilled in the technical
architecture of a vehicle. The method is a combination of methods adapted from the safety
engineering and software architecture domains. We showed the usability of our method for a
cooperative driving scenario—platooning—on a real-life academic prototype, which resulted in
uncovering FSRs that were not fulfilled by its software architecture. Our method is motivated
by and reinforces the notion that functional safety should not be an afterthought in the design
of automotive architectures, but be used for defining the architecture of the automotive system.
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